Dr. Daniele Ganser will get the MIND AWARD 2018/19
Jury honours famous Peace-Researcher with the special award
Daniele Ganser touches people deeply - in lively lectures and real encounters. He is
therefore awarded the MIND AWARD for his nature and work.
The special prize will be presented on March 26, 2019 in the Stadthalle Montabaur within a
peace event, in which both Dr. Ganser as well as jury member Dr. Ruediger Dahlke giving
lectures.
The reasoning of the jury is: Daniele Ganser, Swiss historian and peace researcher, stands
for the truth in politics, economics and information in an uncompromising and impressive
way. Regardless of personal disadvantages, he goes his own way of enlightenment - he lost
his university position first in Basel, later in Zurich, because he did not let bend himself. His
special merit is not only to expose the multiple lies behind the so-called political corectness,
but also to stay with the truth when he is personally defamed for it.
Thus he acts as a moral authority on the conscience of our society.
Ganser expresses his hostility in words and actions in words what feeds best our needs:
hope and peace.

Whether he was defamed by the conspiracy mainstream opinion makers as a so-called conspiracy theorist or by the organization Wikipedia - he
always opposed in his quiet and wise swiss style and makes backgrounds clear. Such he makes it clear that the term "conspiracy theorist" was used
in 1967 in connection with the murder of John F. Kennedy by the US secret service CIA to defame people who could not be fooled.
Daniele Ganser assures that the words of Republican US President Abraham Lincoln remain true, saying, ""You can fool all the people some of the
time, and some of the people all the time, but you cannot fool all the people all the time." Daniele Ganser stands today in a unique way for political
enlightenment in clear words and always well-documented facts.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The MIND AWARD is the first and most important international award for awareness, education, science and art (culture).
Ambassadors are Dr. Lea Ackermann, Father Anselm Grün and Reinhold Messner.
Since 2009 the MIND AWARD has already been awarded to some distinguished personalities, courageously and consistently advocating this legacy
of a holistic evolution. Like a symbol of the common quest of the "rainbow nation" (Nelson Mandela) it is the world's first and most important
educational prize, which has already been awarded to some distinguished personalities, courageously and consistently advocating this legacy of a
holistic evolution.
Previous honours are Deva Premal & Miten, Die Sendung mit der Maus, Dr. Ruediger Dahlke (doctor, author), Dr. Franz Alt, Professor Declan
Kennedy, Prof. Götz Werner (dm drogeriemarkt, basic income), Prof. Dr. Fritz Albert Popp (biophotons), Volkshochschulen (VHS), Reiner Meutsch
and Joachim Franz, as well as pastor Jürgen Fliege and Dr. Dieter Broers.
The special award is awarded for special achievements or for a life’s work. Remunerations are under construction.
The nomination criteria to persons or organisations are as follows:
• Who: Demonstrating a holistic and sustainable approach to what they do.
• What: Ethical conduct and innovative (future) concepts for mankind and the environment.
• How: Development work, creating awareness, educational measures and publications.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About the awardee:
Dr. phil. Daniele Ganser is a Swiss historian and peace researcher specializing in international contemporary
history since 1945. His research interests include peace research, geo-strategy, covert warfare, US
imperialism, resource struggles, energy systems and economic policies. Daniele Ganser has been the founder
and director of the Swiss Institute for Peace and Energy Research (SIPER) in Basel since 2011. The SIPER is
investigating whether it would be possible to switch the energy supply 100% to renewable energies and to
resolve conflicts without violence (www.siper.ch).
Daniele Ganser was born on August 29, 1972 in Lugano, Switzerland. From 1979 to 1991 he attended the
Rudolf Steiner School in Basel. In 1992 he graduated from high school in Holbein-Gymnasium in Basel.

He then studied Ancient and New History, Philosophy and English at the University of Basel, the Universiteit van Amsterdam and the London School
of Economics and Political Science (LSE) with a focus on International Relations. At the Philosophical-Historical Faculty of the University of Basel, he
graduated summa cum laude in 1998 with a thesis on the Cuban Missile Crisis and his Doctorate in History 2001 insigni cum laude with a thesis on
Operation Gladio and the NATO Secret Armies. From 2001 to 2003 he was senior researcher at the think tank Avenir Suisse in Zurich. From 2003 to
2006 he was Senior Researcher at the Center for Security Studies (CSS) of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) Zurich. He was a
member of the Expert Group on Civil Peacebuilding and Human Rights Development in the Swiss Foreign Ministry (FDFA) and taught contemporary
history at the Universities of Lucerne and Zurich. From 2006 to 2011 he taught at the University of Basel at the Department of History and at the
Institute of Sociology in postgraduate studies in Conflict Analysis and Conflict Resolution. From 2012 to 2017 he taught at the University of St. Gallen
(HSG) on the history and future of energy systems.
Daniele Ganser is holder of the
German IQ Prize 2015, awarded
by Mensa in Germany e.V., the
association for highly talented
people (www.mensa.de). His
book on NATO secret armies
appeared in German in 2008
and has been translated into 10
languages. His book "Europe in
Oil rush" was published in 2012
and describes the global fight
for crude oil. His latest book
"Illegal Wars" came on the
market in 2016, showing how
NATO countries and the US
Empire are sabotaging the UN
and disobeying the war ban.
The TOP-20 of his lectures and
interviews have more than 8
million views on Youtube.
Daniele Ganser has a daughter
and a son and lives with his
family in Switzerland.
https://www.danieleganser.ch

Insights and further details
The jury combines beneath Dr. Ruediger Dahlke experts from civic society, politics, economics and the sciences. All of them have worked on
advancing and developing society and all have approached raising an awareness for consciousness. Could there be anything more important than
uniting education and science while at the same time continuing to disperse the idea of the MIND AWARD as it was originally intended?
The independent jury is supported by an interdisciplinary council representing all of the sciences and all political directions. The MIND AWARD
functionaries and committees comprise appointed advisory boards, jurors and often high-profile, recognised ambassadors whose profession aligns
well with the goal of the award and its purpose.
The MIND AWARD was initiated in 2009 and started out with one jury award and additional special awards. Since 2014 (and within the realms of
given possibility) special awards exists also as an additionally audience award in the artistic category in advance of the regular MIND AWARD among
other award winners of this category. The establishing of a foundation is sought.
“Life in Peace and Love changes everything.” This is something that Achim Kunst knows.
He is convinced that everyone is connected — here and now in the short term or in the long term. As a social
education worker and businessman he knows what it means. As a coach with many years of experience, he also
knows what it needs and demands.
The most valuable yet time-consuming aspect of the MIND AWARD is its appeal and credibility. This is thanks to
the transparency across all processes and all administrative matters and in the results achieved. The MIND
AWARD, much like the alternative Nobel Prize categories that get expanded and complemented, is the very
international award for education and awareness.
“It must therefore be pioneering in what it sets out to achieve. We are in the midst of global change and large-scale
upheaval with challenges that call for collective solutions and collective hierarchy.”

Everything is consciousness. Knowledge, science, language, cultures, even states, are the expression and
result of human consciousness.

Please be aware and become part of ONE MIND as a peaceful human-being, a partner, sponsor or other supporter.
www.mindaward.com

info@mindaward.com
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